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Mammalian hearing is boosted by mechanically active auditory receptor cells,
the outer hair cells which amplify the actions of incoming sounds. Recent
evidence indicates that the molecular motor that drives this amplification,
prestin, may do more than boogie.Joseph Santos-Sacchi
About a half century ago, in
experiments on the mammalian inner
ear, Bekesy [1] observed acoustically
driven, frequency-tuned responses
of the basilar membrane, the
cochlear structure which bears the
sound-detecting organ of Corti. These
tuned responses underlie tonotopicity,
the mapping of characteristic
frequency onto anatomical space
throughout the auditory system.
Modern measurements have shown
that the peripheral auditory system
response — involving sequentially the
basilar membrane, hair cell and eighth
nerve fiber — is nonlinear with intensity,
at least at low intensities. Measures
of basilar membrane motion near
threshold are thus several orders of
magnitude larger than Bekesy’s atomic
scale estimates [2]. This nonlinear
response is the hallmark of cochlear
amplification, and is vulnerable to
metabolic insult. Metabolic lability
issues from the fragile outer hair cell,
one of two receptor cell types in the
inner ear.
The outer hair cell employs, as Gold’s
‘negative resistance’ hypothesis
predicted [3], voltage-driven
mechanical activity which helps
counter cochlear fluid viscosity, thus
enabling sharply tuned mechanical
responses [4–6]. The identification of
a unique motor protein [7], termed
prestin, which is found exclusively in
the outer hair cell, shed light on the
molecular basis of this amplificatory
process (Figure 1). As expected,
elimination of prestin by knocking out
its gene produced mice that were deaf,
despite having normal stereociliar
mechanisms [8,9], attesting to thedominant role of prestin in mammalian
cochlear amplification.
In all experiments to date in which
normal outer hair cell function or
specifically prestin function has been
compromised, physiological measures
have shown broadened frequency
tuning, shifts in characteristic
frequency to lower frequencies, and
loss in auditory sensitivity. These
experiments include studies that have
also measured basilar membrane
motion [10–12]. But the first
measurements of basilar membrane
tuning in prestin knockout mice,
reported recently in Current Biology
[13], have shown the story is more
complex than suspected.
Mellado Lagarde et al. [13] observed
that the effect on the peripheral
auditory system was different when
prestin was silenced by interfering with
its function, for example with salicylate
or anoxia, compared to when it was
molecularly absent from the outer hair
cell, as in the knockout mouse. In the
former case, the sensitivity of both
basilar membrane motion and eighth
nerve activity are compromised,
whereas in the latter case basilar
membrane sensitivity is maintained,
albeit at a shifted characteristic
frequency with poor tuning, but eighth
nerve activity is devastated. This is
an interesting finding, as basilar
membrane motions and eighth nerve
fiber activity are expected to show
a tight correspondence, at least in the
characteristic frequency region [14].
The authors rightly point out that the
dichotomy in response sensitivities
between nerve and basilar membrane
in the knockout mouse highlights the
critical link between basilar membrane
motion and inner hair cell stereociliarshear, the drive for forward
transduction and auditory sensation
[15]. The inner hair cell is the other
purely sensory cell that synapses with
the majority of eighth nerve afferents.
The paper [13] thus presents two
interesting findings on the knockout
mouse: first, that basilar membrane
responses appear as acoustically
sensitive as normal; and second, that
despite the high sensitivity, coupling
between basilar membrane and inner
hair cell is lost. How can the absence of
prestin do this?
We must revisit the effects of the
prestin knockout on the outer hair cell
itself. It is well know that prestin
influences the static and dynamic
mechanical properties of the outer
hair cell [5,16–18]. There are several
million prestin molecules within an
outer hair cell membrane [19], and
the absence of molecules reduces
the membrane surface area and
produces shorter cells [9]. This, in
turn, affects the cell’s mechanical
properties. Cell stiffness also relies
directly on the activity of prestin in
the membrane ([17], but see [20]),
possibly through cytoskeletal
interactions. Collectively, these
changes could alter cochlear partition
impedance and account for the
observed shifts in best frequency
in the passive basilar membrane of
the knockout mice; but can they
account for the apparent increase in
basilar membrane motion over
that found in anoxic animals with
normal prestin? Can a simple change
in basilar membrane impedance
and resonance overcome viscous
damping effects? Or perhaps
prestin did not evolve to overcome
viscous damping.
Consider this evolutionary scenario
that might help us understand the
data. A passive cochlear with outer hair
cells lacking prestin will have basilar
membrane motion that we consider
sensitive, but really it is just how things
work in the presence of normal viscous
damping. In this case, tuning at the
passive characteristic frequency and
coupling between basilar membrane
Dispatch
R305Figure 1. Prestin and outer hair cell function.
The outer hair cell soma is schematized in the fully elongated (A) and partially contracted (B) condition, corresponding to hyperpolarization and
depolarization, respectively. (The abbreviations refer to a popular Boltzmann model of motility where motors fluctuate between two states: dp,
diameter of motor; d dp, change in diameter when motor contracts; Lo, normal length of the lateral membrane; d L, change in length when
motors contract; ro, normal radius of the cylindrical cell; dr, change when motors contract; Va and Vb, constant volume of apex and base,
respectively; Vpo and Vpn, volumes of motor-containing cell region during elongation and contraction, respectively.) The outer hair cell motor,
prestin, is embedded within the lateral membrane of the cell, forming a dense array. Motors (dark and light circles in the blowup) are depicted in
compact or expanded states, corresponding to the two-state model of their activity. Electrical measures of the motor’s voltage sensor provide
estimates of millions of motor molecules per cell. The lateral membrane (C) when viewed with freeze fracture electron microscopy, displays
a dense array of 10 nm particles, which are believed to represent multimers of prestin. The dense packing must have substantial structural
consequences beyond the dynamic activity of the protein. (Reproduced with permission from [19].)and inner hair cell stereociliar shear are
normally poor. Now, for mammals,
there was a need for auditory sensitivity
at higher frequencies. Prestin evolved
to improve the coupling of basilar
membrane motion to inner hair cell
stereociliar shear and simultaneously
shift characteristic frequency to
higher frequencies, but in the process,
the tightened mechanical coupling
caused a reduction in the sensitivity
of basilar membrane motion, thus
necessitating an amplificatory
mechanism to reestablish high
sensitivity at the new higher
characteristic frequency. In this
scenario the passive presence
of prestin enhances coupling, but
is detrimental to basilar membrane
motion, and the electrical activity
of prestin amplifies the movements
of the well coupled basilar
membrane.
How could a protein within the lateral
membrane of the outer hair cell work
to couple basilar membrane motion
into inner hair cell stereociliar shear?
The organ of Corti is a mass of
supporting cells and hair cells bounded
apically by the reticular lamina/tectorial
membrane and basally by the basilar
membrane. Displacements of thebasilar membrane, induced
acoustically, must be sensed at the
apical region where stereocilia of
inner hair cells and outer hair cells
reside. It is possible that the increase
in stiffness provided to the outer hair
cells by the immense numbers of
prestin protein in the lateral membrane
reinforces or stiffens the cellular link
between basilar membrane and
reticular lamina.
If this is true, we might predict that
a knock-in of a nonfunctional prestin
into the knock-out mouse would
produce a basilar membrane response
at lower characteristic frequency, as
we see in the knock-out, but with
a reduced sensitivity that would
reflect an enhanced coupling
between basilar membrane and inner
hair cell stereocilia. We know how
long it takes to get a new mutant
mouse. So it may be a while before
we get at the deeper significance of
the new data reported by Mellado
Lagarde et al. [13].
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Coevolution is a reciprocal evolutionary
change in the genetic composition
of one species in response to change
in another interacting species. We
can only invoke coevolution as an
explanation when the observed traits
of two species have evolved through
ongoing interaction between the two
species. Research has shown that
coevolution is a dynamic process that
can continually change the nature of
inter-specific interactions over broad
geographic ranges [1]. The current rapid
environmental change makes
it essential that we understand
coevolutionary processes if we are
to predict the changing dynamics
of biological communities, conserve
biodiversity and combat disease [2].
Some of the best examples of
coevolution are found in mutualisms,
especially flowers and their pollinators,
but several ‘coevolutionary arms races’
are well-documented in the context
of predator–prey and host–parasite
relationships. Nash et al. [3] have
recently shed fresh light on dynamic
coevolutionary processes with
a long-term study of the relationship
between the parasitic Alcon blue
butterfly (Maculinea alcon) and its
Myrmicaant host.They have shown that
Alcon blue caterpillars adopt a chemical
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mediate their ‘adoption’ into Myrmica
nests, and that local variations in ant
chemistry are closely matched by their
caterpillar parasites.
Unlike the familiar examples of
mutualistic coevolution seen in
flowering plants and their pollinators,
coevolving parasites and their
hosts are engaged in an antagonistic
process. The most important property
of a parasite that is attributed to
coevolution is its virulence. A more
virulent parasite will reduce a host’s
fitness more quickly, relative to an
unparasitised host. Clearly selection
must favour highly virulent parasites,
those which more quickly exploit host
resources, but this process might lead
to the death of all potential hosts.
However, if a parasite is so virulent that
it kills its host before transmission
of the parasite’s offspring then this
will select for a reduction in parasitic
virulence, as well as more resistant
hosts. The best-cited example of how
parasitic virulence can decline is that
of myxomatosis among European and
Australian rabbits during the 1950s.
An initially maximally virulent myxoma
virus (100% kill) declined rapidly,
accompanied by sharp increases in
host resistance, such that the disease
was seldom seen after less than
20 years. The myxoma virus still
persists in populations in an attenuated
form, although on occasions more20. Hallworth, R. (2007). Absence of voltage-
dependent compliance in high-frequency
cochlear outer hair cells. J. Assoc. Res.
Otolaryngol. 8, 464–473.
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Antagonistic coevolution can lead
to static equilibria where an optimal
situation is reached, such as may be
the case with the myxoma virus, but
also dynamic equilibria where adaptive
improvement is always possible.
Dynamic equilibria are known as the
‘Red Queen hypothesis’ because, as
Figure 1. An Alcon blue butterfly (Maculinea
alcon) lays her eggs on marsh gentian (Genti-
ana pneumonanthe) flower heads.
After 2–3 weeks of feeding on flower heads
the caterpillar lowers itself to the ground
using a silken thread and awaits discovery
by foraging Myrmica ants. Alcon blue cater-
pillars are chemical mimics of Myrmica ant
larvae, an attribute which tricks ants into car-
rying caterpillars back to their nest (‘adop-
tion’) where they become social parasites.
(Photo: David Nash.)
